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I . The environment club is interested in the relationship between the number of canned beveragessold in the cafeteria and the number of cans that are recycled. The data they collected are licted inthis chart.
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a) Plot the points to make a scatter plot.
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b) Use a straightedge to approximate the line of best fit by hand.6

4

c) Find an equation of the line of best fit for the data. 2

H.S+b
okeanrrd sold

Line Of pe;t Fit using the calculator.

1. DATA DATA 4 (this will clear all data already in the tables)
2. DATA (type in data)
3, DATA

4, LinReg ax + b (for linear regression)
ExpReg ab Ax (for exponential regression)

12 ONE YES CALC
5.

6, The equation of the line is y = ax + b
7. Correlation Coefficient is r.
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2. The table shows the total outstanding consumer debt (excluding home mortgages) in billions of
dollars In selected years. (Data is from the Federal Reserve Bulletin.)

et x O correspond to 1985.

a) Find the linear regression equation. Also, find the correlation coefficient r. Round to two decimal
places.

b) Find and interpret the slope of the regression line. The consumer
b! to VilliW'1 dollays per

c) Find and interpret the y-intercept of the regression line. gear O A-he CO nStamer

dtp? 4-03.35 billim dnlavs.( •

d) Find the approximate consumer debt in 1998. 13 ) $150).5D
13 qears#orn

e) Find the approximate consumer debt in 2008. ( ) + 2300.10

yeavs Iq '6)

3. The table below shows the number of deaths per 100,000 people from heart disease in selected

ears. (Data is from the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics.)

Let x = O correspond to 1960.

Year 1960 D
Deaths 559

1970 (IU 1980

483 412

1990

322

2000 2002 z)
258 240

a) ) Find the linear regression equation. Also, find the correlation coefficient r. Round to two decimal
-.qqq

places.

b) Find and interpret the slope of the regression line. nvmbev da-t&hs per

lbOlOOO people dT$ease decreased by -7•l'Z2ach

c) Find and interpret the y-intercept of the regression line. D t nvmber Ok

dca6h5 gom heaR Was 55q.a5.

d) Find the approximate number of deaths due to heart disease in 1995 using the linear regression

equation. 293 dea+hs
-1.62(35) +55 q.

e) Find the approximate number of deaths due to heart disease in 2008 using 

1914 

the 

deafftf

linear regression

equation. +55 q. '2-5 —



4. Mike IS neng his home from his grandmother's house. the tee
number of hours Mike has been biking and y represents the numoet of m;ees •S aø.ay
home. Make a scatter plot for this data on the god bezw.

Miles (y) 35 Q9 26 20 16 9 6 C

a. Describe the correlation between the data points IS
on the scatter plot. r = ¯.qqt . There isa

(strong or weak) (positive
or negative) correlation between

and 04

b. Find the linear regression equation for the data.
Round answers to 2 decimal ptaces.

x +39.8 0

c. What does the slope represent in the context of
the problem? decrease

milts eath hour

d. What does the y-intercept represent in the context
or of the problem? V,iKe I'S

39.t(J mikes away Aom hiS hu0Uk.

e. Could you use your equation to predict how far Mike would be after 10 hours> use
mathematics to justify your answer.

NO,he t s alreaåJ +39.0 -z -9.54

nome.

5. Use the table below to answerthe questions about the population p (in millions) in Florida.

Let x = 0 correspond to 2002

Year, t
Population
millions

2002
16.4

2003

17.0

2004 z 2005
17.4 17.8

a. find the linear regression equation for the data. y =

b. Identify and describe the correlation coefficient. .-qq . There isa
(strong or weak) (positive or negative) correlation between

c. Using the regression equation, what will be the population in 2020?

. "b.qu-= mnlim



6. use the table beryw to answer the questions about the U.S. residential carbon doxide
ernssiorts from 1993 to 2002. Emissions are measured in mii'ton metnc tons.

•t = O correspond to 1993

Year t 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Emissions 1027.6 1020.9 1026.5 1086.1 1077.5 1083.3 1107.1 : 1170.4 1 1163.3 1193.9

a. find the linear regression equation for the data. y = I q x t-

b. Identify and describe the correlation coefficient. r = . There isa
(strong or weak) (positive or negative) correlation between

and dlAlde emi$lrro
c. using this model, how many residential tons were emitted in 1990?

qt4b.t-}.q
d. using this model, how many residential tons were emitted in 2010?

7. use the table below to answer the questions about the operating costs in thousands of a small
business from 2000 to 2007.

Let x = O correspond to 2000

Year t 2000 (c 2001
Operating 2.3 2.6

2002 2003 2004 2005 | 2006 2007
3.1 3.3 4.0 5.2 5.9 7.0

a. Find the linear regression equation for the data y — x +1.83

b. Identify and describe the correlation coefficient. r = • 01¯1 . There isa
(strong or weak) Ve-(positive or negative) correlation between

+imc elap%d

c. Using this model, what will be the operating costs in 2015?

0-105) + 1.83 $11.88 thongand
For 8 a 9, Theresa started making homemade cards to send to friends and family and to sell at the
local craft fair. The scatter plot shows how many cards Theresa made each hour she worked.

8. Estimate the number of cards 9. The correlation coefficient of lines
Theresa can make in 14 hours. of best fit is given below. Which

14

B. 10

c. 70

D. 41

correlation coefficient bestCard Creation

represents the graph?

A. 0.095

0.976
c. -0.095

b 234 s 67 10 D. -0.976
Hour


